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SJSU may house Weather Service
Move likely if radar OK’d
By "tom Dunlap
Daily staff writer
The forecast looks bright for
SJSLI’s Meteorology Department
The department may someday
share a new building on campus with
the National Weather Service, under
plans Mr a project approved by the
California Stale University Board of
Trustees.
The trustees gave their stamp of
approval to the project at their meeting
Iasi month ...lowing a new building to

Peter F. Lester. chairman of the department.
About 60 percent will go to the
weather service and the department
will get the rest. Lester said.
Whether the new meteorology
laboratory. estimated at $3 million,
will exist is tied to the outcome of a series of negotiations. Lester said

he added to SJSr s can.0.1. w..ster
plan. said Bill Chatham. Cs1 s Mel
of planning.
The proposed building will occupy approximately 23,740 square feet
located adjacent to Duncan Hall, said
Executive Vice President J. Handel
The weather service is currently
Evans.
negotiating with an organization that
The weather service will move its controls the radar station on Mount
regional center from Redwood City to Umunhum. 12 miles south of campus,
Lester said.
the proposed building. Evans said.
The weather service won’t make
SJSU’s Meteorology Department
will share the proposed building with the move to SJSU unless it can place a
the National V., ...all.,
s 1e. said Ilek, 1.1k Lit ’,tem on the peak he...,as..

oi .1. proximity to campus. he said.
II the Mid -Peninsula Regional
Open Spaces District turns dim n the
National Weather Ser% Ice request. the
sery ice w ill set up shop NOITICW here
else. Lester said
If and when those negotiations
are complete. SJSU still begin lease
negotiations w ith the weather ser%
Es an. said.

The SJSU Foundation --- an auxiliar.% organization that raises money
for the university
will "float a loan,
lust like any business." for the construction of the building. Evans said
The weather sers ice will e% enirdlst(il-i.

Mc idea of co-locating was a
aunt idea that came out of inlOrmal
meetings held about a year and a half
ago.’’ Lester said.
The move will enhance SJSU’s
department, the only degree program
in meteorology in the CSU system.
.ester said.

About 75 students are now weathering the department’s curriculum. and
"I would expect the new building
would certainly draw more students.
both graduate and undergrailute." he
said.
Lester said he hopes there is some
decision on the project by the end of
the semester. so that construction can
begin by the end iii the tall semester

’I would expect the
new building would
certainly draw more
students, both
graduate and
undergradute.’
Peter F.

1.ester,

meteorology chairman

Asbestos
Poet’s house to be moved to Removal safety doubted

old San Jose reconstruction
Landmark
named after
S .J . poet
By Deborah J. Kaplan
Daily staff writer
Edwin Markham’s "Greek Revival" farmhouse is tieing moved to
the San Jose Historical Museum this
week, though many poeple aren’t
sure why.
Markham". house was claimed
as a city and state national landmark
in the 1930s. hut before that it
played a vital role on campus. From
1915-1925 it served as the infirmary
for the San Jose Normal School,
where Markham graduated from in
1872.
Markham’s career as a poet
began at Bailey Millard’s New
Year’s Eve party. in 1898.
Millard was the editor of William Randoplh Hearst’s San Francisco Examiner, and decided that all
of his guests had to tell a joke, annecdote. or make some kind of contribution to the entertainment that
evening.
Markham read his poem "A
Man With a Hoe" and Hearst was so
impressed by it he printed it in the
Examiner on Jan. IS. 1899.
Markham received $40 for the
poem.
Med by the weight of centuries he leans
Upon his hoe and gazes ill the
ground.
The emptiness of ages in his
face,
And on his /mei, the burden uf
the world

s

By Annie M. Belt
Daily staff writer
Anticipated charges of a dry rush
..iolation were not presented at the Inraternity Council meeting Monday.
"There have been allegations of a
rush violation." said IF(’ President
Jim Knoll. "We thought charges
would he filed but they were not."
IFC Vice President Pete Crosier
said he and a president from another
traternity house both witnessed a dry
rush violation at the Spartan Pub Jan.
29.
Crosier said he expected the fraternity president to file charges at
Monday’s meeting
However, no charges were presented Monday

’PS

Qay ounii
irreihrreA dire. t,

’I understand the
president of the house
who is making the
charges isn’t going to
do it.’
Jim Knoll,
IF(’ president
Dry rush rules state that members
of SJSU’s 13 fraternities may not buy
or consume alcohol with a rushee.
A rushee is defined as "a male attending SJSU who is not an initiated
See FRATERNITIES. had, page

A.S. distributes funds
to club requesting aid

After he became successful, he
moved from the Bay Area to the East
Coast and wrote another popular
poem called "Lincoln, Man of the
People
This commemorated the first
Lincoln birthday of the 20th Century.
1 In hi lllll of poet t thi inlark ham sits in parking
tot lnfiimmuf 5.151 f tilts Building. The historical

Brad Manair Daily staff photographer
landmark is scheduled to he moved to the San Jose
Historical Museum in Kelley Park.

Historical landmark to leave SJSU
By Deborah J. Kaplan
Daily staff writer

tion for his poem A Man With a
Hoe."

The poem that put Edwin
Markham’s career on the move was
written in a house on Eighth
Street
which is also on the
move.

The two-story structure is located on two-thirds of an acre of
land just behind the SJSU Dining
Commons. It will be moved to the
site of the San Jose Historical Museum at Kelley Park as soon as
weather permits. said Kathy Muller
of the San Jose Historical Museum.

Markham. a San Jose Normal
School alumnus, was a struggling
poet who finally got national atten-

By Larry Aragon
and Stephanie M. Nichols
Daily staff writers
SJSU students and eniplo cc,
were concerned about their satiny during and after removal of a strip of asbestos from the ceiling of an Engineering Building breezeway.
’I got a call Friday afternoon
from a mechanical engineering staff
member who voiced some concern
about the (removal),’ said Stan
Vaughn, building trades supervisor
and division asbestos coordinator for
Facilities Development and Operations.
The staff member, who refused to
disclose her name, said about four students came into her office and asked
See ASBESTOS, ham -I, page

Rush violations
being investigated

The poem was a scoop for the
Examiner, and it brought national attention to the newspaper. Markham
became a symbol of the reform government of the 1920s.

Hundreds and thousands iii
people heard the poem, as it was one
of the first poems to he read for such
an occasion.

by SJSU students, staff

"This has been a longstanding

plan. We arranged a deal with
SJSU to acquire the house and
bring it to the museum. Muller
said.
’We wanted the house heacuse our plan is to reconstruct what
San Jose might have looked like at
the turn of the century.** she said.
The house was designated an
historical landmark in the 1930s in
SO’ MARKILAA1. buul,

MI

0.

’Our plan is to
reconstruct what San
Jose might have
looked like at the turn
of the century.’
KathyMuller,
museum official

By David Barry
Daily staff writer
Associated Students Special Allocations Committee gave money to one
club while asking another to return to
the committee at a later date.
At Monday’s meeting, the committee voted to give the SJSU preDental Association $110 for this semester.
The Turkish Folklore and Tourism Club was asked to come hack on
Feb. 23 with more complete information for their request. The club requested $1.890 from the A.S. committee.
The club had planned to use the
money for sets and costumes for their
shows.
Last year, the club received a
S900 loan from the AS.. all of which
was paid hack. Then, in the spring, the
club requested $2500 to attend and
perform at the World’s Fair in Vancouver. British Columbia, Canada.
said Gabriel Miramontes, A.S. controller.
The club finally settled on a $1.500 allocation and a MO loan which

which is due this May
The pre -Dental Association vs ill
use its mime) to fund a pair of guest
speakers. said Ten Cooper, A.S. director 01 sponsored programs.
One speaker will he Irom the University of CaldOrnia at Los Angeles;
the other from The California Dental
Association. Cooper said.
The pre -Dental Association’s request was approved Monday because it
was for under $2181
Groups wishing more than $200
must he approved by the allocation
committee and then voted on by the
A.S. Board of Directors. Miramontes
said.
Not every group is eligible to receive money. Cooper said
"In order to receive money, they
can’t already he in the regular budget." she said
Eighty percent of the group also
must he SJSU students
Groups requests funding have to
he approved by a majority vote of both
the allocation committee and the A S.
hoard.
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Editorial

Dry rush more trouble than it’s worth
Interfraternity Council obviously cannot
The
enforce dry rush and should abandon the rule.
Spring ’87 dry rush began on Jan. 26 and
ended Feb. 4, but WC Vice President Pete Crosier
witnessed a violation of the rule on Jan 29. He also
said he had been notified of at least one other violation and that the fraternities needed to learn they
would not get away with these violations.

the fraternities at SJSU, their national chapters and
the members of IFC who are required to investigate
any violation of IFC rules.

Supposedly, dry rush was initiated to enlist
new fraternity members without the use of alcohol
and the problems it brings.

No rule is effective if it creates more problems
than existed without it. Now fraternity members
must watch for violations so they can report within
a specified time to the IFC. No longer fraternity
brothers, members are expected to turn each other
in if the rule is broken.

Last semester Alpha Tau Omega was fined
$150 and placed on probation for violating dry
rush. Sigma Chi charged that ATO had supplied
pledges with alcohol during rush.
Publicity generated from both of these incidents suggests that the rule is merely a public relations tool to improve the rowdy images of the fraternities.
Obviously the rule is creating more work for

Instead of improving the image of the fraternities On campus, the rule is adding pressure to each
fraternity and to the IFC to maintain proper disciplinary actions.

Instead of creating animosity between fraternities who are required to turn each other in, individual fraternities need to sponsor their own dry
rushes. In this way, the complaints of vague rules
and misunderstanding are eliminated and each fraternity takes responsibility only for its own actions.
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American press unwilling tool of U.S. government
We, the American press, buy the party line. Worse
yet, we sell it.
We are all the more laughable because we pride ourselves on being the ever vigilant anti-establishment watchdogs. keeping America safe for June, Ward and the Beaver.
Unfortunately. Watergate fueled the myth. Woodward
and Bernstein were the champions, a couple of latter-day
lone rangers, fodder for a country that feeds on hems.
The ranks of journalism schools swelled with eager
young things aching for the chance to expose anything from
fixed parking tickets to toxic
spills. Ni) scandal too big. No
scandal too small. Call us. While
we are out looking under rocks
and peering through peepholes. the larger questions are
never addressed.
They are never addressed because we accept them
blindly.
It never occurs to us to question why the Marines in
Lebanon were called a "peace -keeping" force when to a
majority of affected Lebanese the Marines were an "occupying force" supporting the rule of the right-wing Christians and the privileged Muslim sector.
It never occurs to us to call an Israeli air attack incurring 500. mostly civilian, casualties an act of terrorism. Instead we call it "retaliation" for a Palestinian terrorist attack.
It never occurred to us to call the Vietnam war an act of
aggression.

Viewpoint

Stephanie M.
Nichols
It was a misguided attempt to keep Vietnam "free."
When the Soviets sent troops to prop up a Communist
regime in Afghanistan, we readily adopted State Department newspea and called it an invasion.
We scorn Pravda as a mouthpiece of its government.
We point with derision at Third World censorship and developmental journalism.
What we do is much more insiduous. We do not have
to he censored or government -controlled. We are fully indoctrinated.
We religiously believe in words like "fair," "accurate," "objective," never considering our unconscious
self-censorship or built-in biases.
We are insufferably self-satisfied.
People living in the Communist Bloc and the Third
World know better than to believe what they read. They
know it is propaganda. They use it for toilet paper.
Not us We recyle it.

Vladimir DanclieN
let iicssss aster, denounced
the Soviet war in Afghanistan over Moscow radio in Me
successive programs. He exhorted the Muhajadeen to "not
lay down their arms" and to light against the Soviet "inva
sion" of their country.
The Soviets sent Danchev to a funny farm and returned
him to his job after psychiatric treatment.
According to a Soviet official. Danchcs was not punished because "a sick man cannot he punished.**
The Western press fell all over itself writing stories
praising Danchev’s story as an example of the triumph of
the human spirit refusing to be cowed by a totalitarian regime.
In Paris a prize was established in honor of Danchev to
he given to "a journalist who fights for the right to he informed."
Danchev certainly deserved all of this and more.
Imagine what would happen if Dan Rather on five successive broadcasts of ’the "CBS Evening News" described
Terry Anderson as "a hostage of Palestinian freedom fighters** and called for "Israel to stop its war of aggression."
Well, we do not have to imagine. We have a minor example.
Several months ago. Rather began closing his broadcasts with the words, "Good night and courage." The word
"courage" caused such a brouhaha that Rather was forced
to revert to his formula sign off "good night and thank you
for joining us.
Courage was too depressing tor us

Letters to the Editor
tainty. It is only a question of priority, and in my eyes students in the United States need it more than those guerrillas
Editor,
who are killing a lot of innocent people in the name of deI have been reading the letters on the Contra aid issue mocracy. After all, the real security of the United States lies
supstudents’
and am taken aback by the attitude of certain
not in war machines. but in people. So let us all hope or a
port oi it.
better and educated future generation.
The United Nations Charter clearly states the right of
Zia D. Hussain
self-determination and sovereignty. If the majority of the
Soph lllll ore
population of a certain country chooses socialism as their
(
outer Science
form of government, then it is the moral duty of each conFunding Contras sensible approach
ntry to recognize it.
U.S. security is not in danger because there happens to Lditin,
he a socialist government in Latin America. If only the
I hope Tom ( Inns Jr. does not expect Spartan Daily
United States would stop policing the world and stop spend- readers to believe his Feb. 5 letter, "Let’s Forget the Coning millions of dollars on civil war -- which serves no pur- tras." is based on a true story. It is filled with factual errors
pose to this nation - then perhaps one can focus more at- and statements that are easily discredited.
tention to the domestic problems within the United States.
The Contras are not the final remains of the Somoza
In case some of us have forgotten. the Gramm-Rud- government as he states. In fact they are comprised of many
man bill would stop students from pursuing higher educa- individuals that once fought against and overthrew Somoza.
tion hecasue the bill would cut hack federal aid to students.
Collins tells us that the Somoza dictatorship was "reThat SIO0 million in student aid would make the dreams of placed by the more humane Sandinistas." What is humane
a lot of students conic true. Why waste money on Contras about the genocide they commit trying to kill all the native
when our own future generations are on the brink of uncer- Miskito Indians, the concentration camps they run for twilit-

Money for students, not the Contras

ER , COULD
YOU VIEWERS
PLEASE HURRY

UP \4 ITH
YOUR
DONATIONS’

teal prisoners, or eight years of dictatorial rule without elections.?
The fact is the Sandinistas cannot claim popular support for their Communist government. Their leader Daniel
Ortega is a credit -card-carrying Marxist dictator. Collins asserts, "Ortega turned to the Soviet Union for Mod and supplies only because the Reagan administratration applied
economic sanctions against his country.** In 1980 Congress
allocated nearly S200 million in economic aid to the new
Nicaraguan government. In response Ortega wen( to the Soviet Union and started the largest military buildup in Central
American history.
Nicaragua is a country teeming with contradictions.
Candor and reality based thinking arc needed when discussing U.S. policy toward this country, not phony geopolitics. With a sensible approach someday the Nicaraguan people can have the freedom and liberty they is ant.
ichael Kennedy
Senior
Bit ilogical Science

Driving slow causes more accidents
Editor,
Mr. Bacio’s Feb. 9 letter to the editor brings up sonic
interesting points about sate driving.
In a study performed by the National Society of Traffic
Engineers, accidents can he statistically linked only to
speed differential, not absolute speed. What kills is not
when a car going 70 mph rear ends going 60 mph, it happens when a car is going 70 mph and the other is going 50
mph.
According to the California Highway Patrol the average speed in California is about 59 mph. In this instance it
was shown that a person going 54 mph is about twice as
likely lobe in an accident as one driving 59 mph. The same
is true for the person going 64 mph. Slower is not better!
You should move with the average traffic speed.
Secondly if speed kills how can it he that the average
speed on U.S. highways has risen every year for the last
five years, hut the number of deaths has fallen every year
during that time? The traffic miles, by the way, have also
been increasing. There are more people on the road, all
going faster, yet we are dying less often.
David Witeraft
Sophniore
( he in ist r

Forum Page Policy

micrin

SPAR

The forum page offers an opportunity to express
vsews on important issues.
The Spartan Daily encourages readers to writc
letters to the editor. All letters must bear the writer’1
name, major, phone number and class level. Phone
numbers and anonymous letters will not be printed.
Deliver letters to the Daily office on the second
floor of Dwight Bente! Hall, or at the information center in the Student Union.

A Birdseye View
Andy
Bird
A Christian speaks out
am a Christian.
Though that statement may mean many dififerent things to a lot of different people. Christianity to me means living life with a purpose.
It means taking into account the philosophies laid
down by Jesus and his love for mankind.
What it doesn’t mean is passing judgment on
other people who may live a different lifestyle or practice a different religion. Nor does it mean being inflexible or unwilling to accept change and innovation
because it doesn’t fit
such as scientific discovery
in with doctrines laid down by remote theologians.
Most Americans who would like to openly declare themselves Christians are appalled at the thought
of associating themselves with someone like a Jimmy
Swagger’ who has appointed himself dictator of
judgments over the Western World.
Swaggert and his TV colleagues draw their
strength espousing passages from the Bible to create
fear and submission. But they teach only parts of the
Bible that fit into their game plan, overlooking passages like: Judge not, that ye he not judged. Matthew
7..1
These TV evangelists would like you to think
they speak for Christianity, hut they have
caused people to turn away. Oral Roberts’ recent plea for money to save his life from the wrath of
God humiliates me as a Christian. I can’t blame other
people or being embarrassed to profess their Christian
beliefs.
The Christian church has seen its popularity decline over the past several generations because of the
attitudes just mentioned. Young people in particular
are rejecting many of the church’s canons because oh
the hypocrisy.
Most Americans have been exposed to Christianity. and I would be willing to het that most have a
fundemantal belief in Jesus and our Christian God.
But so many are also appalled by the attitudes displayed by people who call themselves "God-fearing
Christians."
lam a Christian hut I don’t fear God. How can I
fear someone I love?
The term "horn -again Christian" is so overused
that it no longer means what its supposed to. Experiencing spiritual rebirth is the most significant part of
my life because it is an ongoing process.
While I am no sage at age 30.1 have pondered a
full cycle of spiritual philosophy that ranges from agnosticism to an extreme of atheism. The years of pondering finally brought me to one conclusion
acceptance of Jesus Christ.
But spiritual rebirth is a process that never ends:
every discovery about the world, the universe and ourselves is a form of being reborn. When we make discoveries. there is a rebirth from the old thought that
died. Without rebirth we, and the universe we area
part of. would stagnate and wither away.
As modern Christians we can look to the Bible
for spiritual guidance and as a way to live our lives.
but we must also accept the Bible as a hook of history
and parables. The Bible may seem outdated and therefore useless to many, and it is if accepted as literal
fact. The problem is compounded by those who
preach an unwavering fundemental line of hull about
the nature of man and the universe.
I interpret the Bible, beginning with Genesis, as
symbolism written for a civilization that several thousand years ago simply didn’t have enough knowledge
about the universe. Man, always an inquiring spirit,
has to have some fundemental questions answered be lore embarking on the path of ultimate questions.
Jesus often taught in parables and I believe the
story of creation of man and the universe is a parable
14 the evolutionary processes told by God.
In Ralph Waldo Emerson’s words, "All I have
e teaches me to trust the Creamr for all I have not
seen
sey e

Andy Bird is editor of the for
page. . Birdiew appears es ery XX ednesday ( iod Milling.

1
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Chiropractors are not
quacks, student says
By %A Miami:. Sleeker
I am appalled at the ill-informed,
dogmatic, outdated opinions about
chiropractic. including a letter to the
editor that appeared Jan. 26. The letter. written by Vas Brown, objected
In SJSUs cooperation with Palmer
College of Chiropractic -West on the

Community
Perspectives
:iounds that chiropractic is "the most
successful medical fraud of the 20th
century." and by implying that chiropractors are "quacks."
In replying to this unwarranted attack upon the 30,000 doctors of chin).
pratic and their nine million satisfied
patients per year, there are several
points to make. First. I doubt that
Brink!), as a business student, has any
business at all in judging the validity
of any theory of disease, let alone his
simple notion of what he thinks Palmer
College -West leaches. In fact, chiropractic teaches disease is the end result
of a multi -factorial process of pathoph). siology. in which sublusation ss
his not synonomous with verte

brat misalignment
can he an important actor. The notion is not exclusive to chiropractic as both the medical
and osteopathic professions recognize
it.
Secondly. Brown equates chiropractors with astrologers presumably
because both are unscientific. While I
can’t speak for astrology, this is probably the most ill-advised statement he
makes. Consider the 10 or so randomized controlled clinical trials conducted on spinal manipulations during
the last decade which have proven the
effectiveness of chiropractic care for
painful hack conditions. Consider the
many scientific studies funded by the
Foundation for Chiropractic Education
and Research. Consider the many scientific studies funded by the 52 publications of the faculty at Palmer College in 1986, which have appeared in
peer-reviewed and indexed journals
and proceedings.
Finally, consider that the American Public Health Association, one of
the oldest and largest professional
health societies in the world, officially
sponsors the Chiropractic Forum scientific paper sessions and has an organizational policy that slates chiropractic care is "safe and effective." I think

Dateline

AIDS discrimination denied

the public deserves to know this is a
highly credible source when compared
to Brown’s reference to a poorly writ
ten, poorly researched and obv toady
biased book "Health Quackery...
Chiropractic education, which
consists of at least six years of post
secondary education, is accredited by
an agency recognized by the U.S. Department of Health Education and
Welfare. Chiropractors are licensed in
all 50 states and in many foreign countries. Chiropractic care is reimbursed
by Medicare and most private insurance companies. I could go on.
SJSU should he applauded for its
role in the preclinical training of doctors of chiropractic. Far from being
laughed at, the university will he
looked upon as a pioneer in its concern
for the health of the nation and for its
contribution to the scientific validation
of the chiropractic approach to health.
I wonder about the motives of an
individual who is so obviously unqualified to pontificate on matters beyond
his area of expertise. Perhaps a course
in research methodology would help.
William C. Meeker, D.C. is a
graduate student in the Department
of Health Sciences

SJSU tunes in Soviet television
to educate students, faculty
By Deborah G. Gambol
Daily stall writer
Students and faculty members of
SJSU interested in learning about life
in the Soviet Union now have the
chance to study the nation’s culture
and habits by watching Soviet television
The Soviet Television Project
aarted at Stanford University when a
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‘Through this
programming you are
looking into the Soviet
Union’s customs.’
Walt

Schenk,

and Art departments. Benson said.
If the program continues and is
able to grow, there is a possibility of
offering tapes of the Russian shows in
the Student Union, she said.
Even though there is no present
cost, a future charge of 53.000 by
Stanford University could he a problem because the Instructional Television Fixed Services (ITFS) program
doesn’t have the money to fund the
Russian Television Program, Benson
said.
Money from lottery revenues Or
some sort of interdepartmental funding
from schools interested in continuing
the program could possibly he used to
pay the fee, she said.
The program also gives Russian
language students a chance to practice
translating and allows all viewers to
understand the propaganda from both
sides so they can decide what the truth
is for themselves, Benson said.
This week the live broadcasts of
Russian television will take place
Wednesday and Thursday from 12:30
p.m. to 1:30 p.m. in the Instructional
Resource Center Building (IRC).
ROOM 306.

Rory Raymood

Kendra Vandonakker in,. Wrgancl

Gel TeRor

SJSU program offers
re-entry counseling
By Deborah C. Guadan
Daily staff writer
Some students ease into school
with no problems and no complaints.
But for re-entry students, adjusting to
school after a break in their education
may be a little complicated.
The Re-Entry Program offers
counseling to both prospective and
new students on services and degrees
available at SJSU.
The program defines a re-entry
student as someone over 25 years of
age who has, for whatever reason.
taken a break in his education and
wants to return for a degree.
The program is about 15 years old
and at first was mostly aimed at
women who came hack to school after
a divorce, said Virginia O’Reilly, coordinator of Re -Entry Services.
Now the program helps students
Who want to change careers, add some
new skills or just take a class or two,
she said.
For students coming back for a
degree, classes and groups on career
planning are also available.
When selecting a career it’s important to describe the qualities of an
ideal job such as the hest hours and environment for a particular person.
O’Reilly said.
Part of the program’s role is to
help people whose jobs are no longer
in demand find an area they are skilled
in and enjoy.
"Basically, the program provides
help to get people started," O’Reilly
said. "A lot of what we sell is reassurance.
Re-entry students must be at least
25 years old, hut because of an overfill waiver fee program a lot of older
students are going hack to school, she
said.
The waiver fee program allows
students over 60 years old to take any

SAN FRANCISCO (API
A state commission on
Tuesday banned job discrimination against AIDS v icinns. ruling that the lethal disease is a physical handicap
under state law and saying it cannot he transmitted by
casual contact.
The precedent -making, unanimous decision by the
Eair Employment and Housing Commission means an
employer cannot use AIDS as a reason to dismiss or reuse to hire a victim who is able to work.
Chadbourne. 36, died of an AIDS -related cancer in
January 1985, a year after he was diagnosed as having
the lethal acquired immune deficiency syndrome. His
doctor had told his employer. Raytheon Co. of Goleta.
that Chadbourne could return III his job as a quality control anal) st w allow endangering himself or others, hut
the company relUsed it) allow II
’Fhe commission awarded his estate damages lin
losi salary ol nearly eight months, totaling about 56,00(I
including interest. Additional damages for emotional
distress and punitive damages were denied, on the
grounds that the company had acted in a climate of
"considerable uncertainty," hut the commission said it
might not he so understanding in future cases now that
the law has been established.
Raytheon could appeal the ruling in Superior Court.
Deukmejian has twice vetoed hills that would have
explicitly forbidden job discrimination against AIDS
victims.

Condom ads supported
WASHINGTON (AP)
Surgeon General C. Everett Kilo’) told a House panel on Tuesday that he favors
advertising condoms on network tele% islim because the
national health threat posed by AIDS "overwhelms
other considerations "
Koop said that such advertising should promote disease prevention rather than sexual activity and that,
properly presented, it would pros ide a valuable health
ser vi ce.
-[he surgeon general, designated the Reagan administiation’s lead spokesman on AIDS. did not state his position on advertising in his prepared testimony hut expressed strong support for it in response to questions
trom members of the Health and Environment Subcommittee of the House Energy and Commerce Committee.
He acknowledged that condoms do not provide 100
percent protection against catching AIDS from an infected partner hut added. "With all the failures and
drawbacks it’s the only thing we have in the way of a
harrier.’

lecturer of foreign languages

Dan Kier
ion Gutman

Sports Editor

I airy

graduate student designed a software
program to track Russian satellite patterns. said Betty Benson, director of
instructional telecommunications.
After receiving a government
grant. Stanford University offered the
program to SJSU at no charge. Benson
said.
The project offers live coverage
of Soviet television, which is broadcast in Russia from 7:30 p.m. to 6
a.m, and includes news broadcasts,
movies, dramas and documentaries on
subjects ranging from industry to Soidt life.
In order to receive the transmission, it was necessary to gain permission from Russia to designate the programs "for educational purposes
only." Benson said.
The Soviet programming is being
taped and translated in order to offer it
to departments which don’t take advantaize of it now, she said.
The focus is to get instructors to
iew the broadcasts and to learn how a
study of Russian television can be applied within their own departments.
Walt Schenk, a lecturer in the
Foreign Languages Department, is
translating the broadcast after it is
taped. He is present during the live
broadcasts to explain what is going on
to viewers.
"This is an important event because we have very little access to the
Soviet Union. Through this programming you are looking into the Soviet
Union’s customs, habits and even their
geography." Schenk said.
Interest in the program has been
expressed by students and faculty in
the Economics, International Studies
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class they want for $5 with no limit to
the number of classes.
The program was initiated as a
way of repaying California taxpayers
for their contribution to the education
system. O’Reilly said.
The Re-Entry program also sponsors a series of weekly brown-hag
lunches for both men and women.
The lunch program offers lectures
on subjects such as coping with
school, raising self-esteem and creative life planning.
The program recently started a
social club. the Re-Entry Club. which
meets in conjunction with the weekly
lunch group, said Dicy Turcotte. a
peer counselor at the Re-Entry office.
The purpose of the club is to give students attending a large university such
as SJSU the chance to meet and talk.
The Brown Bag Lunches are held
Wednesdays from 12:30 to 1:30 p.m.
in the Pacheco Room of the Student
Union.

Ayatollah sees war ahead
NICOSIA. Cyprus (AP)
Ayatollah Ruhollah
Khomeini declared Tuesday that Iran’s long conflict
with Iraq is a holy crusade and his fundamentalist regime
will make "war until victory. ’
The 86-year-old Shiite Moslem patriarch delivered
his first public speech in nearly three months on the eve

01 the eighth anniversary tit Shah MtlhaMMild Re ta Pahlavi’s tall Irom power.
There have been rumors that Khomeini is in poor
health, hut his voice was strong and steady during the
17 -minute address broadcast by Tehran radio. His remarks also were reported by the official Islamic Republic News Agency.
Khomeini said Iran was battling 14 a ’divine
cause" in the war, which began in September 1980 with
an invasion by Iraq

Meese porn war continues
LOS ANGELES (AP)
A data hank tor all prosecutions of adult and child pornography will he centralized by the federal government to aid law enforcement
around the country. U.S. Attorney General Edwin
Meese said Tuesday
Meese said runaway children are often exploited by
pornography rings, and his office will cooperate with the
National Center on Missing and Exploited Children to
counter this trend.
"A hideous new form of the slave trade has developed." Meese told the Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors on Tuesday. "one that has expanded with the
problem of missing children. generally
He said runaway’ children who hang out on the
streets ol big cities can expect little but beatings, rape
and disease.
Thus, he said, "pornography hurts people, both by
the way in which it is made and the way in which it alfeels people who get hooked on it.’
The data hank, known as the Center liar Obscenity
Prosecution, will include sample indictments and a statistical reference service, he said, as part of a seven -pan
anti -pornography campaign which also includes the
Obscenity Task Force of the Justice Department. Meese
said.

Senator praises trade stance
SACRAMLNTO (API U.S. Sen. Pete Wilson
praised Gov. George Deukmejian’s get -tough stance
against Japanese trade harriers Tuesday, hut distanced
himself from Deukinejian’s threat to consider reinstatement of the unitary tax as a weapon against Japan.
"The kind of pressure he was putting on the Japanese is absolutely proper. More I pressure) needs to he
put on them. The kind of thing he did fit very well with
the efforts of the U.S. trade representatives," Wilson
said of Deukmejian’s tnp Iasi month to Japan to open a
California trade office in Tokyo and discuss trade harriers with Japanese leaders.
Deukmejian and Wilson. California’s top Republican officeholders, discussed issues ranging from party
politics to offshore oil and trade policies in a joint news
conlerence follov. mg a prtvate meeting.
Responding to questions. Wilson said he v,otild
he very enthusiastic about it" if Deukmejian is a favorite
son candidate tor president next year.

Spartaguide
The Associated Students Board of
Directors is accepting applications
today and tomorrow’ for the positions
of director of business affairs and A.S.
controller. Turn in applications ai the
A.S. office on the third -floor of the
Student Union. Call Victoria Johnson.
A.S. director of personnel, for information.
The School of Business student
organizations concludes their business
fair today from 9 a.m. to 3 p ni on the
Business Tower walkway. Call Barbarn Wong at 289-9443 for information.
The Gerontology Club will hold
its initial meeting at noon today in the
Central Classmon Building Room
100. Call the Gerontology Department
at 277-2723 for information.

Doren ’Franc at 2934%1(18 lor intormation
Delta Sigma Pi, a co-ed business
fraternity, will host a lecture on becoming an entrepreneur at 7:30 p.m.
today in the Business Classrooms.
Room 301. Call Ann LoGerfo at 37987114 for information.
The Asian American Christian
Fellowship will conduct its weekly
meeting at 8:30 p.m. today in the Student Union Almaden Room. Call Don
Chin at 997-78014 for information.

Carrer Planning and Placement
will sponsor a "practice interview Session" for all interested students from 2
to 3:30 p.m. tomorrow in the Instructional Resource Center Room 310.
Each session will he taped allowing for
individual feedback.

The Student Occupational Therapy Association will host a "welcome
hack celebration" from 12:30 to 1:30
p.m. today in the Student Union
Umunhum Room. This is a brown hag
lunch affair with sweets and drinks
provided.

The Math and Computer Science
Department will host a lecture on "Se
quences of Sets in a Metric Space" by
Gerald Beer, a professor from Calit ornia State University at Los Angeles. at
4 p.m. tomorrow in MacQuarrie Hall,
Room 324. Call Marilyn at 277-2411
for information
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SPRING ’87 PLEDGES

Eta Phi Bela Sorority, Inc. will
conduct informal interviews for spring
rush from 1 to 2 p.m today in the Student Union Montalvo Room. Call

BE A SWEET’ lEART!

Delta Sigma Pi, a professional
co-ed business fraternity, will sponsor
a beer and pizza party at 7 p.m. tomorrow at the Round Table Pizza Parlor,
corner of Saratoga and Moorpark Avenues. Call Robert Tavarez at 984-5371
for information.

The Gay and Lesbian Alliance
weekly luncheon, featuring "Coming
Out Stories." will he held from 11:30
a.m. to 1:30 p.m. tomorrow in the Student Union Almaden Room. Call
Steve at 293-463(1 for intennation.

The California Intercollegiate
Press Association will sponsor an organizational meeting to discuss its
statewide April convention of college
journalists at noon and 6 p.m. today in
Dwight Bente! Hall, Journalism Reading Room. Call Frank at 277-3181 for
information.

Career Planning and Placement,
along with Student Affirmative Action, will sponsor a workshop on
"Black Professionals and the Job Market" at 12:31) p in today in the Student Union Almaden Room.

Campus Ministries will host
"Vietnamese Bible Study" between
5:15 p.m. and 6:30 p.m tomorrow at
the Campus Christian Center between
10th and San Carlos streets, Call 2701226 for information.
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Inside hit
About 10 yea, ago 1 won two tickets to sec
men’s protessional volleyball match. It was he
i wren the San Diego Breakers (I think that was
then name) and soine other team. For some strange
reason I went
Alter squirming around III my seat tor an hour
and a hall. I decided I neyer wanted to see anothei
poilessional yolleyhall match again.
The league lolded.The world was just not ready
or it.
There were a number of things lacking. First.
volleyball was not a very well-known sport at the
time. The action was last and it was hard or spectators to tell what was going on.
Also, the rules and terminology were not wellknown. There were double -hits and kills and digs.
But things have changed over the last decade.
The 1984 Olympics brought both men’s and women’s
volleyball into the world arena, and college vollexi,T1
has started to become popular as well.
Enter the San Francisco/San Jose Golddiggers in
the new women’s prol e ss usual volleyball league.
’I think it can u(ak. Golddigger general manager An Johnson says "It’s a tremendously exciting
sport
The six -team league’s principal stock holder is
Robert Batinovich. the Cl-A) in the Glenhorough (’or
pontoon. a real estate firm in Redwood City The
teams AFC di,. 1,11111 \ III SLIM’ league Vol leyhall . Inc.
This IS a neu idea in that it one team lil WS well
or it one team tads the
the whole league prospers
whole league suffers. It’s a new concept in professional sports ownership, and it just might he original
enough to work.
For one thing, the league consists of women WIleyhall players only .
"Volleyball is more suited as a women’s sport
because the men are too powerful,’’ Sieve Arnold.
league commissioner says "It’s like watching two
great servers in a tennis match
you never get to see
a rally. In volleyball the women have more grace and
finesse and they rally more.’’
Also, the league is spread out across the country
There are teams in New York. Chicago, Minnesota.
Los Angeles and Dallas. as well as here.
National attention will help the league, and the
cable TV possibilities are endless.
The spring schedule is also a good idea. Football
is over. hasehall sy ill lust he getting under way and
collegiate yolleyb.ill is in the tall, so the competition
won’t he too still
But the best thing about this league is that San
Jose has a team, and the games will he played at the
San Jose Civic Auditorium,
San Jose needs a professional team to help its
image. The Golddiggers should he compet ’to. c .
The team is led by Lisa Ice. &NU’ s All -Amen
can and the second player chosen overall in the league
drafi . The team also has Lori Corbelli, coach of the
USF women’s volleyball team and 1984 Olympian. as
well as two other ex-SJSU volleyball stars, Ten De
Busk and Christa Cook.
The Bay Area can definitely support a team.
Some of the best volleyball in the country is being
played in this .irea. SJSU was ranked as high as No. 1
in the nation this past season. Pacilic has been the
NCAA champion for the past two years and Stanford
and California are also very competitive.
If you’ve ever been to a Spartan volleyball match
you know how fantastic the women play. The games
are action -packed and thrilling to watch, and the athletic ability of these women is tremendous.
I’m sure Major League Volleyball, Inc. will he
lust as exciting, if not more.
Len Gutman is the sports editor. Full Omni
appears eY cry Wednesday.

Sports Shorts
Baseball
The SJSU baseball team defeated Div ision III Stanistaus State 8-3 Tuesday afternoon at Municipal Stadium,
Al Bacosa (2-11) chalked tip the win for the Spartans,
now 5-3. Matti McPeak got the save. his first McPeak
pitched three and two-thirds innings of ivirect relief tor
SJSU.
Warrior pitchers had a tough 111th inning, giving up
four runs while hitting two Spartan hatters. Kevin Richards
(0- 1) absorbed the loss.
Spartan outfielder Rob Thomas went two tor lour m
the game, extending his hitting streak to eight games

Men’s Tennis
The Spartan men’s tennis team lost 8-1 to StantOrd
Tuesday afternoon at South Campus.
Jeff Tarango led Stanford. defeating SJSIT’s No. 1
seed Malcom Allen 7-5, 2-6, 7-6 (8-6 in the tiebreaker).
The Spartans 0)-i) won only one match. as Tom Sheehan and Paul Carbone defeated Eric RCM and Jeff Cathrall
6-4, 7 -Sin doubles.

Women’s Tennis
The Spartan women’s tennis team (2-0) defeated the
Division III LTC -Santa Cruz Banana Slugs 6-3 Tuesday afternoon at South Campus.
Among the winners were SJS1.1’s top-seeded singles
player Shelly Stockman, who defeated Julie Gungross 6-2,
6-0. No. 2 seed Whitney Clarke heat Gila Dunhill 6-1, 5-7,
6-2 and No. 3 seed Kristen Hilldebrand destroyed Bronwyn
Hogen 6-0, 6-0.
In doubles action the team of Clarke and Stockman defeated Hogen and Dunhill 6-1, 6-2 and Hillilebrand and
Jeannie Paisley -Miller defeated Karen Baehr and Lir Bower
6-0,

SJSU guard
swaps shorts
for clipboard
By 0ax id Bart x
Daily staff writer
Midway through their lkcember contest against Oregon, the SJSU basketball team is struggling. The Spartans’
offense is having problems getting good shots.
On the bench. SJSU graduate assistant coach Ontario
Johnson leans over and offers head coach Bill Berry a piece
01 ads ice.
A year ago as the Spartans starting point -guard. John,.
son woUld have been the one receiving advice. But since accepting his new position, he has been instructed to tell Berry
N hat he sees.
And on this winter night in Portland, he notices that the
III tense is entering tot) low. tie believes that it they start
I nun higher up, they will get some easy shots.
Berry listens and quickly instructs his team to do just
that. The Spartans. much to the sainstaction of Johnson. respond with a pair of baskets.
Yet despite moments such as that one, Johnson still has
.1 hard time believing that he is ai coach at the college level.
Until four months ago, Johnson had never even considered the possibility.
Since childhood. Johnson had been intent on pursuing
a career in professional spins.
"I had dreams of the NBA and dreams of playing prolessional football and baseball," Johnson said. "I played
allitt those sports quite well."
Ile had starred in basketball at Gardena High School in
Southern California and then later at El Camino College.
where he SO:is minted the Caliliinna junior college player of

’The toughest
adjustment has
been seperating
myself from the
guys I played
with.’

Spartan Daily File Photo
I’s -Spartan point -guard Ontario Johnson guards a Fresno. This year Johnson roams the sideline, giving
Fresno State player in a game last season played in instructions to some of his former teammates.

could probably red -shirt. hut I decided to play ." Johnson
said. "I kept hoping that
sos siumtse so is I could play
this year. Nit I can’t." Johnson said.
It was this love for the gamic that in earls NOVemher
brought Johiguin around to the Spartan practices
’I told the coach alter coming to the nisi one that I
would probably come by two or three times a week.’ ’ Johnson said "But then Coach Berry asked me il I wanted to
so ork
att assoaant
Johnson, of course readily agreed, hut he knew the joh
Ontario Johnson,
C011ie
would
with its prices.
assistant coach
. Many of the current Spartan players
including
George PUOU, Reggie Owens. and Ricky Berry
sent’ all
teammates of Johnson ’s a year ago.
the year.
"The toughest adiusiment has been seperating myself
Then in 19s4. he had come to SJSI.’ But Isis two years
from the guys I played so ids." he said. "I’m a member of
)1 play mg did not materialize as he had hoped.
the coaching stall nos and I have to do my ioh I can’t soIn his first year. he shared the point -guard duties and cialite with them. hut I know the players real ire Nat .
us em aged st N,1111, per game. In his second year. Johnson
lie has also had to learn to be addressed hy his new
((nee again averaged six pOlniS per game. hut missed the title.
first seven games 55 all a stress tracture ol his loot.
"Some of the players so ill come up to me and say ’hey
"When the injury hut last season, the coach said I Coach 0’ or ’hey Coach Jiihnson, and I’ll look around and

realire they’re talking to me." he said
Johnson’s perception of the game has also changed.
"When I was play int!. I used to lust rely on my talent." Johnson said. "But nou . 1 realire that it takes more
than that (M louse to deal N Ills l’_’ to 13 ditterent personalities .ind try to combine them into one unit.’ ’
For this reason. Johnson. who primarily helps the
guards. uould like to see all members ol the team coach.
"I think that players during the summer should all
coach a team to see the Inistration that our coaches go
through It would help them %kith their (mil game as well,"
lie said
.A. lit- Johnson’s future. he first plans to get his degree
in public I elan ions. But after that. he’s just not sure.
Ile \you’d still like to play basketball somewhere in the
world and possibly coach.
"roe talked so ith Coach Berry and with Coach (assistant Dane) Bollu ’like, about coaching." Johnson said.
"And 1 real ire it is a tough prolession. But it you want
something. you will this the work to aceomplish it."
Now. if he can only get used to being called coach.

Team captain leads Spartan wrestlers
By John Bagels
Daily stall writer
Despite a team record of 5-7. SJS1.1’s wrestling team
has something to smile about.
Senior team captain Arnold Khanbabian has compiled
.1 record oi NTT I this %raison and a 48-10-2 record over the
past tuv seasons.
khanhalmin. 21. has been wrestling for the past 10
s. practicing about 211 hours per week. He came to
III in 1983 when he was recruited by former SJSU wresi,1112 coach T.J. Kerr.
Khanhabian said he came to SJSU for its prestigious
sinst ling background. lie feels his recent success can be attributed to being named team captain.
"This year 1 sons made captain, which put me in a pus
satin) to set an example for the rest of the team," KhanhaNan said.
Although Khanhabian wrestles in the 118 -pound class.
his natural body weight is 132 pounds. He said the shedding
ol 14 pounds before It match is quite often a difficult task.
’A week before It match I cut down on my food intake... Khanbahian said. "The key fir me is to get down to
121 pounds the day of a match. The remaining five pounds
is just water weight which is no problem to lose.’’
Being only 5 -foot -4 and weighing 118 pounds has not
allectey1 his performance.
"I’m not a pinner, Khanhabian explained.
If he doesn’t pin. how does he win’’
’My hest move is a high crotch to double (a bask
two-point takedown move),’’ Khanbahian said.
Khanhabian said another key to his success is preparation.
"I always try to get here before everyone else and
mentally prepare for my upcoming match," Khanhabian
sand. ’’The only thing on my mind the day of a match is the
match.’
Khanhabian is a three-year letter winner who has been
a regular for the past two seasons. His best season so far
was a year ago when he finished with a mark o118 -It).
He also lettered in wrestling at Santa Teresa High
School in San Jose. He was fourth at the 1983 state prep
meet, wrestling at 114 pounds.
Khanhabian, an accounting major, said he has enjoyed
his time at SJS1.1. As a meinber of Kappa Sigma fratemity,
he has Nund new friends and train support.
"All the guys stick together." Khanbahian said.
"They not only help me by watching my matches, hut they
help the entire team as well by attending and cheering at
every meet.**
After graduation Khanhabian hopes to stay in the San
Jose area and start a career as a certified public accountant.
Although Khanbabian will not he with SJSU next season he feels that the team should perform respectabix

Holdouts must wait
Arbiter
NEW ’ii IRK ( A
George Nicolau ruled Monday that
major league baseball teams which
Failed to sign their tree agents by Jan.
K cannot negotiate with those players
before May 1. the earliest date those
players may rejoin their former teams.

q,L

pens

A number of front-line free
agents including outfielders Tim
Raines and Andre Dawson. first haseman Bob Horner. catchers Lame Parrish. Rich Gedman and Bob Boone
and pitcher Ron Guidry remain unsigned
"The decision provides, as any
In some cases, their (twiner clubs
neutral observer might expect. that
once a club loses its rights to a player, had said that, although they couldn’t
it cannot negotiate with that player," sign those players before May I. they
said Don Fehr. executive director of could still negotiate with them
The union disputed that stand and
the players association. "The fonner
clubs are out. Now we’ll see what hap- Nicolaus ruling settled the issue.

1,

’ I think that they will do well." KhanhaNan said.
Although the SJSU wrestling squad has not ivrfiirmed
well lately. Khanhabian telt the main reason was poor recruiting.
"These wrestlers wrestle well and try hard, but if any one gets injured, problems arise due to lack of team depth."
Khanhabian said. "The problem is recruiting. We hasen’t
had a good recruiting year since EN e been here.’’
Khanhabian said the wrestlers to look out kir next season are Greg Eissner and Shane Baum.
Eissner. a 126-pound sophomore. had an 8-16 overall
record last year as a freshman. Eissner lettered tour years in
wrestling at Concord ((’alif.) High School. Khanbabian

likes Eissner’s desire to wrestle well
"Greg is a young. strong and very physical wrestler."
Khanbabian said. "I look for him to do real well next season...
Baum. a 158 -pound sophomore. lettered in wrestling
four years as a prep. He was a three -time sectional champion and placed twice at the Iowa state prep meet. KhanhaNan said he feels Baum could really benefit the team next
year.
"Shane is a strong wrestler." Khanbahian said. "The
experience he received this year is priceless next year.
guarantee he will be a big asset to this team
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Enrollment in SJSU engineering and computer science
programs are not suffering major changes in spite ol the
stagnant high-tech job market. According to a survey From
University a California at Los Angeles, many American
colleges and universities have had decreased enrollment in
these fields since 1983.

Dr. Jay C. Elder. professor of biology and dean ol the
lower division announced yesterday that students on Wash
ington Square would he typed for donations to the San Jose
blood and plasma hank. All donors intim he male, 19 years
or older. Students under 21 must have the consent of then
parents before blood can he given

Three SJSU volleyball players have been selected to
join a new professional volleyball league, the San Jose/San
Francisco Golddiggers. The three women. Christi’ Cook,
Lisa Ice and Teri DeBusk, will be able to continue their
schooling because they will he practicing at night and playing their games on the weekend.
SJSUs Forensic Team members were awarded last
week as the 10th hest team in the Southwest Region. Phil
Wander, debate coach and head of SJSU’s University
Forum said the awards represent the most successful season
since the program started 10 years ago.

. . .

Sports

. . . in 1986

SJSU women gymnasts dominated Sacramento State
Friday on their way to a third straight victory.

Closure of Dwight Bentel Hall’s second floor to repair
sagging ceilings forced the relocation of 50 classes, four
programs and three campus media.
Work will begin today to reinforce the sagging ceiling
of Dwight Hemel Hall’s east wing. said Barbara Pinta,
SJSI I construction coordinator

Tuesday’s editions.
For each of the past 10 years,
Sam of Carmel and John of Chicago
have been sending each other outlandish birthday gifts.
John got his block of concrete on
his 45th birthday last July and spent
several days hacking away to get at the
diamond.
Sam of Carmel left town when his
hinday approached
’I was all over the place - San
Francisco, San Diego. Denver, and
e en lel; some false trails,- he said
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Good Clean Fun

Gene Mahoney
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Carat promised a concrete delivery
SAN FRANCISCO A I’,
Millar gave his brother a 2
diamond for his birthday
encased in
an 18,000-pound block of concrete.
Not to he outdone, brother John
concealed his gift to Sam in a large
furniture truck filled with balloons. A
note on the side of the truck said:
"You gave me 21/2 carats
here’s 4
for you."
Inside were four carrots "in the
advance stage of decomposition."
Sam Mawr told the San Francisco
Chronicle in :in interview published in
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Now there are IS.
After eight years without expansion, San Jose State has
added two more social fraternities to its established 13. All
proval has been granted to Sigma Alpha Mu (SAM and
Omega Psi Phil.
According to Dick Dodson. activities adviser, these
two nationals have been under investigation by the college
for the last three years. Plans are now under way to add .1
third national to the fraternity system.

The completion of a new ramp in the Business Tower
will resolve some of the mobility problems disabled students are facing. Finishing touches such as painting and relocating sprinklers will complete the project by this week.

Spartan women’s basketball lost their eighth straight
game to University of California at Irvine Saturday. dropping their record to 1-10 in PCAA play

Berke Breathed

/4," 0445
ki If HMRP itX14’ 5$11J7
"495,0W-PAPING 42
dONP5

in 1%3

After an extended ’stand by," KSJS, the campus FM
station is "on the air" with its first broadcast today at 4:3))
p.m.
KSJS will broadcast each week day from 4:26 to 8:34
p.m. It operates within a I5 -mile range on the FM frequency of 90.7 mc.
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lie finally landed in Las Vegas
where. on Sunday. his 38th birthday.
he was informed by his hotel that the
gift had arrived.
Inside the truck, from floor to
ceiling, were balloons.
Sam said he found a box con
taming the carrots after a 20 minute
search "during which I thought I’d
suffocate.’
"We actually like each other. Sam said. "And we have another
brother and two sisters who don’t do
anything like this. They’re sane."
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Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS
CHILD ABUSE TREATMENT PRO
GRAM Enhance personal & pro
fessional growth as Volunteer in
tern in world renowned local
program
Counseling, support
services. irnmin date processing,
public awar
, fund -raisins
etc Si. & mono-lingual. all me-

FEDERAL SIATF

lon. grad & undergred E aperient. horn Clerical to post -grad.
letro-to extrovert WE NEED YOU

eel F268

Neer

campus LC.( F. PO Box
952. S J 95106, call 280-5055
INTUITION TRAINING within a framework of ethics, enduring values
and spirt-MN perspective Learn
how to artfully blend logic and in.
tuition to achieve more effective
communication. In business, per.
sonei or clinical whings CAROL
Wit LIS. PA . Instructor 6 Wed
7 30-10pm, begins February 11
institute for Transpersonal Psy
chology (1TP. Menlo Perk To reg.

STUDENT DENTAI OPTICAl PLAN
Enroll now, Save your teeth, eyes
and money Mo For information
and brochure see A S
call (406) 371-6811

Office or

AUTOMOTIVE
’76 DODGE COLT lots of pep In this
4spd. cc, 4dr new tires. brekes,
smog Almost perfect body spot
less interior. 206 miles Runs well.
gobs good lob, gotta sell. S775.
370-0353 988.7595

COMPUTERS
CORE BATTERY SERIFS by
Krell It dIsks-booklets for Apple
IIE Original cost $220 I passed’
yours tor $120 Call (406)997.
2741
IBM COMPATIBLE corn.
ST complete system for
AT complete system for
$1195 PC-COM, computer II accessories 404 S 3rd SI . corner of
Son Salvador. 295.1606 We sc.
SE1 I

puler
$570.

cept Visa or MC

FOR SALE
FUTONS,’ GRAND OPENING SALE al
our new locedion Save 10., on all
futons up to 25.., on all Maws
through Feb 28th Customs Fir
tons 6 Pillows Plus. 900 5 Winchester Blvd (between Moorpark
& Williams) San Jose 296-6161
LANDI ORD QUITS’ Everything new’
Mettrees sets -queen $181, full
S145. 6 pc bedroom set $285. di.
nette-4 chair 6135. 6-chair $178
Call 996-9672
DUALITY FURN, Sofa matching chair
2 end tables 3 brass
col table
lemmps dinette set, 554-7993
CIRCUITS S1XTRACK
synthesiter keyboard. 2 mos old.
originally worth 51100. sacrifice

SEOUENTIA1

for $600 bo Call 277-8480
SILVER RABBIT FUR COAT Beautiful,
must soli, $40 So Call 786.37540,
277.2272 Theresa
OWN A NEW GRAND
10-speed for less then
8I5 MHC Bicycle Sales offers
lOw-cost trenapodeOlon needs for

YOU CAN
DELTA

the student All sales fin& 30 day
guarantee Day. 942.7738. Eves
213-4796.51, for Joe

HELP WANTED
HIRING.
CRUISE1 INES
Good Pay
Career’
Summer
Travel Call for guide. cassette.
newsservice, (916) 944-4444 s20

AIRLINES

CI US seeks pool log,
owlet. Nee, coach. lifeguards ins
tructors tor summer employment

CABANA

Require

W51

CPR

eeperlience

Send resume to Gale Weld. 6775
Heethheld Or. San .105.95120
OPERATORS
PROC
NEEDED at VARIAN Full tkree.

EXHAUST

SERVICE

lobs.$16,707.S59.1413 yr Now Irn.
Mg cell lob line at 1.516-459-8611.

FRESHMAN SOPHOMORE
Type 40
WPM Willow Glen Prescription
Pharmacy All wks M-W -F 3.7pm
& Sat 9 30am-3pm 14 hr to start
WIII train Coll !Newt 266-8281
HAVE FUN AND EARN money working
tore unique shop located in
downtown The only quaillIcatIN,
is an outgoing personality with a
sense of adventure Give us Calf
.1 293.5293
JOBS’ JOBS, JOBS’ ideal tor students Join our marketing slab
Take new and renewal magazine
Mon -Weds &
Outstanding earning

SCHOLARSHIPS. GRANTS, aid well.
able for college, graduate school
Scholarship Welching Center. 1 1100-USA -1221. ext 6132

WE

& CIVII

orders by phone

later (415)326-1960

NTF

weekend shill (Friday, Saturday.
Sunday. Monday) Requires U
citizenship. a technical orient.
lion end good record keeping
skills C11 II, at (415) 493.1800
e el 445

Sal & Sun
potential Call 370-9090

NEL PER, Am & Board
SI 50 am 1110 housekeeping, Cr.
rends. 011byIt two yr old Pert
time 3 eves 4.9pm Call 261.2131

MOTHER S

PART & FULL TIME RETAIL HELP"
Notional firm preparing for Spring
& Summer work if accepted, you
will earn S 11 75 starting’ PT (20)
earn per wk equal $235 FT (40)
earnings per wk equal $470 No
exp is needed becetwe of our In.
lensive on the lob training program Good math & reading skills
are a plus Some evening & weekend positions are evelleble &
some flexibility is &lowed during
final exams in eddition, it you
quality. corporal@ scholarships
are awarded, internships are possible, A you may earn 2,3.4 credits qtr or semester During your
winter. spring & especially suermet
. full time work (5 avell
Call today or into & an interview,
or call Mon -Fri. between 10em &
2pm 775-91305 if the line is busy.
please be patient & try again An

2913-2308
FLOTATION REL AXATION
Stressed
out,,, Come to Me only floats
rium in Northern California ’meg,
Inn yourself floating on a 30.. saline solution Your body forgets
the water
The muscles Mot
usually hold you against gravity
can now let Go’ The wperience
is like floating In space Results,
Total muscular ’elevation you
come away from the experience
feeling you vs been vacationing
tore week In Maui Call now for in.
formetion or better still, as a iirst

HUGE 2 bath. 21edrm APT. Sundeck. 6
closets, sec bldg 1 blk frni SJSU
Perfect tor 4 It $7960, $175 we
tea E Williem at 4th. 267-5316
I ARGE
apt
195
in.

CLEAN QUIET COURTYARD
for students & prolesslonels
E Reed corn S Sth St. Call
227-8234 $515 mo
$400

day
ROOMATES WANTED. 2 nonsmokers

$325 mo Inc! Nils 377-1654
ROOM

SPACIOUS 3 bedroom
house. $320 mo $186 mo for 2
Private bath kitchen privileges

ROOMMATE
WNTD
AREA
near
Los
bdrrn 2bth

HO I El JEWISH STUDENT ASSOCIATION" Shabbal dinners. parties.

CAMBRIAN

clean to share with neat. prof.,
atonal & or student. prefer goy bi

ROOMS & APARTMENTS for rent"
Rooms from 5250 mo Beautiful
Victorian. pool & all utilities Intl
Block frm SJSU Clean, toilet. &
safe Call now-Chrls el 9714094

5th SI Call TC Prop al 978-2101
2 BORN, 28A APARTMENT, $650 mo
Secured building parking walk to

able tor mature person long term
preferred Must be financially responsible, clean quiet end sober
only 551.553 S 6th St. 7930989 287-2077 after Spni 1450
SINGLE OCCUPANCY

515 hourly commission. complete
training provided Great expert
once for your resume AC SMITH
CORP. 247-0570
PAPERS.
16.27111
to
RESEARCH
choose Norwell subtects Order
catalog today web VISA MC or
COD Toll free hot Ono-1100-351
0222, in Cale (213)4774226. or
rush $280 to Rowerch Aeolis
0206lance. 11322 Idaho Ave
SN. Los Angeles, Ca 90025 Custom research oleo evallable-11
levels
Full
will
.F.1
San

Jose. cell 286.5640
STUDENT UNION JOBS’ Start at S5 00
per hour Apply in Directors Of.
rice Strop floor
SUBSTITUTE TEACHERS AIDE. Care
for children 2-5 years Close to
SJSU. $3 50 for Call 293-2206
WAITERS & WAITRESSES COCK TAR
HELP’ Jessica s Nightclub. S 1st
St Call 297.0297 for eppoint

HOUSING
HOUSING’ Near Son
Jose Slate for students Don t
hassle parking. walk to school
free utilities, monthly disc Fully

AFFORDABL F

color TV VCR end
housekeeprng mond., Shored or
Single rooms avellabN OffIce 72
henIshed.

N 516 SI . cell v96-0234
CONDO FOR RENT 3 Mutts 1.12
bath 7 story patio. enclosed go
rege carnet reedy NOW 7 Wets
from SJSU S410 mo last mo
deposit Call 926-2009 after flow
HOUSE TO SHARE 10 quiet lowhili

15 portent discount to students
end tricully Cell before June
1967 and get your Mel sprit oil 2
price Unwanted Hair Oisapcwars
With My Care Gwen Cheigren
RE, 559-3500,1645 S Bascom
Ave CC
Hell Today Gone To’

HE Haven’t been inspired
since 11511 saw your Lets meet in

TRACY GO You’ve gNen me LOVE
end HAPPINESS I low you tot It’
ArnicIpstIng VaNntlne’s week.
end-OAR REM

DATA ANALYSIS
Clear explanations reasonable UNI 0 multWe
nate statistics
7135 Research

EDITORIAL

SERVICES
RE writing
Thesis development preparation
Statistics All fields Catalog Ber
kekey (415) 526-4957. 641.5036

FE s IFS is that ELECTRONIC

SIGN PROJECT due and you hew
no resources tor ideas or what to
build, SHI Electronics la committed to offer low cost consult
Mg needs tor the student Call

WOMEN. YOU CAN take control of
your eating If binglng & purging
r Nolo. concerns, you are in.
Wed to participate in study to
break the b p cycle The opproved
program is safe, indivIduallred,
FREE
completely confldentiel
to qualified woolen it begins
from
9-4
370-3741
soon, so cell

baths. by SJSU 268-1750

days 942.7736. Foes
ask for Joe

PERSONALS

SERVICES
AIRPLANE RIDES, SCENIC FLIGHTS
RI SF bay Flight Instruction
Costs less than you think’ Brien

Confklentkil
335 S
Baywood
Ave San Jose. cell 247.7486 tel
appointment
KEYS MADE. I OCKOUTS opened, rekeying, locks It deadbolts in.
stalled. master keying Cell 900

BACKACHE, PALMER COI I EGE OF

to 600 Mon thru Sat (Sun by
sport only) licensed-bondedmobile 10., diecoUnt on labor with
thls ad Special rates for senior

CHIROPRACTIC -West is currently

crneens. SJSU students. staff 4

Schiff at 277-8156

DON T PASS HIM UP’ My brother is
peel I m surprizIng him on his
23rd BIRTHDAY vetth this letter
because hie. TOO SHY and MODEST to do himself malice in an ad
He wants an involved and loving

end receive low Send replies to
David, 1563 Willownont ve . San
Jose. Ca 95116 HAPPY BIRTH
DAY DAVE,
EXPLORE YOUR POSITIVE FUTURE"
Ebel -class rnetephysicel court.,
log is excellent for finding ille direction and purpose vocational
guidence, deep wit -knowledge,
chirnying
life
transitions
relatIonship compatibility, and
profound insights into iCe dynamic, and your soul 5 path I have

AND
PROFESSIONAL
word processing PJ
Word Processing Service otters quality,
guaranteed work Fyperienced in
Nun papers, thesis

group pro
fects resumes manuscripts and
letters Only minutes from cam.

PROFESSIONAL WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY by a SJSU sired. Cherish
your priceless memories forever
Budget

and

deluxe

TUTORING

MATH.

pus Call El at 973.2309

peckages

avellable Complimentary 6
10
when you mention thls ad For
FREE
oppointment call Paul
Smith Photography at 246-1329
PHYSICS

flwre
college degree S esperlence Fear
fee Call 266-1573

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY by KIRK
KUZIRIAN DistIncihre portrsiture
sensitive touch A variety
of packages to choose from nil
reasonably priced By app

HILL SANTA
TERESA
BLOSSOM
AREA fest, accurete typing and
word processing available seven
day a week Academic, business
end personal typing welcome
Cell 365-1012
BURNING THE MIDNIGHT Oil, Two
linger typing got you down* Ten
call Gail at A WORD OR TWO for
quality typing of reports and
theses 207.8442, 11 no answer
please leave mown@
CAI I

Ment (408)259-5941

TYPING
AAAA ACCURACY. ACHIEVEMENT
ACCOUNTABIL ITY.
ACKNOWl
EDGEABL F In typing Owl’s tops
Thorn.
trust Tony 296-2087
SI 50 per page double spaced
Available seven days weekly
Quick lurneround All work guar
anteed Thanks
LASER
AAAAH
PERFECTION’
PRINTER typeset quality output
Word processing el Its best Have
done own master’s thesis Expert
enced in resumes. letters Mews
professional back-up it group
protects No lob too small or too
large Reesoneble Cell Rarbe el
926-4370 TODAY’
BEAUTIFUL PAPER every lime Fr
perienced. professions, word pro
ceasing
papers
Ewa.
refumes office overflow mailings
newsletters Student Discounts
Guaranteed work Only 10 min
idea from campus Words end
More (Pamela) 973-7810

I.-

Reference*. Cerol WIEN M A Cal
1406) 734-9110 for oppointment or
lobe placed on the mailing Ilst for
lectures workshops classes

remai F

COMPANION

WANTED

to

thr with elncere handicapped
man Wont to establish teeing
relationship’ Meow call Brian at

FOR

PROFESSIONAL

STENO
age
PROF
SERVICE at 264-4504

TYPING

FINEST KIND WORD PROCESSING’
All types ot papers. NI lengths
SI 35 page typing &
51 65 page typing & sill proof
reeding
Cempbeli
are/flood
pickup & delivery 666-6960
DAYSTAR

SECRETARIAL-

Profes-

sional student typist and skilled
word processor Dependable and
fast. Perfect finished documents
from laser printer
no typos.
whiteout etc 1 $150 per page
Call Sharon at 356-2717 (To my
repeal clients, call to reserve time
for your protects before end-of
serwaler rush is on’)
EDITING WORD PROCESSING 26694411 Former English melon can
assist w gummed
vocabulary

Term re’Curet:Nen.

Campbell), also resumes cover
let Legible copy Neese Students
end faculty welcome Willow Glen
erw. easy to locate Call Mrs
Morton 266.9448
ENTERPRISE WORD PROCESSING
Term papers, research papers.
theses & dissertations (Campbell.
Tumbler,. AP 3rd ed 1. screenplays. resumes cover & follow-up
letters, manuscripts (books articles. short stories). transcription
FREE SPE( CHEK, copy edit (11 re
quested), proof, disc storage StuQuick
discounts
dent fatuity
turneround

Santa Clara

246-

5825
EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
ecedemic business legal word
processing needs Term papers,
reports resumes cover letters,
group protects, dienuels theses,
dissertations, etc All academic
formats
AEA Free disk slot
age. SEEL C HE K. punctuation end
gremnyer assistance
All work
guaranteed Professional. quick 4
dependable service at AZ FORDA
B LE RATES", Call Pam at 247.
2661 (Santa Clara) Further sea.
Mr with reed& discounts,
TYPING Si 50 me. resume 558 up.
minimum charge 55 We use IBM
compatible. Wordater word processor and latter quality printer
PC.COM 404 5 3rd 51, corner of
San Salvador One block from
campus Call 795-1606
WORD EXPERTISE. Word Processing.
thesis dissertation manuscript
pertection English French Spanish. call 371.6220
AND SECRETARIAL
SERVICES Fast, accurate work
available sewn days a week Located in the Blossom Hill Santa

ZEE ’s TYPING

Teresa area Call 305-1017

(COuntapproxtmately 30 letters and spaces for each hnel

Ad Rates
Minimum three lines on one day

11111111

Two
One
Days
Day
3 Lines $3 55 $4 35
4 Lines $4 35 $5 15
5 Lines $5 15 $6 00
6 Lines $595 $680
Each Additional LIne Add $

Three
Days
$4 75
$5 55
$6 35
$715
80

Four
Days
$500
$580
$660
$7 40

Five
Days
$5 20
$600
$680
$7 60

Each
Extra
Day
$ 90
$1 05

20
$1 35

M1)1111111111

111111111111111

11211.11111111111111(111111111)1

$1

Semester Rates (All Issues)
10.14 Lines S63 00
5-9 Lines $.46 00
15 Plus Lines $6000
Phone 277-3175
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Help Wanted
Mousing

For Sale
Typing

Personals
Services
Lost & Found
Computers

1)1111/112

Address__ _

Phone__

City Si State

lip

Enclosed is
Circle a Classification
Announcements
Automotive
Travel
Stereo

1111

Print Name

been in private practice as ProNeslonel Psychic Consultant end
Astrologer since 1970 and use
vast array of techniques In sewing you A single session does
tIre dobwmazingly rapkl, effective
and practicer 1175 hr. 54530 mmn

I1NDA

WORD PROCESSING
Reports.
theses, group proiects. resumes
APA specialty Gulch return on
all papers All work guarenteed
Per page and hourly Wes Aim.
den Branham area Free dish at..

structure
sentence
search papers AEA,

Print Your Ad Here

retallonahlp
with
special
woman He is very respectul and
deeply affectionate with someone
he loves He a generous with his
time, his love, and his posses
sions He’s good looking. blonde
and lan. ebout 51 and slim He.
open end honest, end hes much
to offer for he snows how to give

293-4780

ELECTROLYSIS
CLINIC",
UN.
WANTED HAIR removed forever

days NOW b demonstrated successful, It vdll be avail for fee

I OST’ TWO WEDDING RNGS in Cash
ler lADIES AM 79 REWARD
for my wed rngs No questions
asked Call 7464176 in men

DE-

ACADEMIC

Security Services. 270-3277. San
Jose All work gueranteerl

Assoc . (41$) 349-4407

2 STUDENTS TO SIGN up
for stet 115A. Rm 353. 1 30 NWF.

I4aDRM4000sqbb bldg tot Nese I g
central area dining on, kitchen. 5

faculty FREE estimates ’EWER
GENCIES ANYTIME. Call Ron
Hughes. Evergreen Locksmith &

wtth

WANTED

$50 Call Leigh (415)656-7791

at

tortes Let me permanently remove your unwanted ball (chin,
bikini. tummy, moustache. etc)

TAMMY

the Music Room on Friday atter
130 DON’t PASS BYE!KEVIN

college

BARE IT ALL, Slop shevIng, waxing,
hewing 01 08169 chemical dept.

8311

SJSU Call 279-5078
1970. DECORATOR APARTMENT"
CONDO style. I bedroom Avail-

please
call
the
(406)2444907 x401

PENPAI S AVAIL WORI DWIOF Deists Pen Society, IC 161. Choriey.
Lance ,England

mornings
7 ROAMS, 1 BTII newly remodeled
$500 MOVE IN NOW. Let talk &
make deal Located et 26 & 295

research protect II you haw
had low back pain for more than
six months & ere 20-55 Wart old,

Sunday brunches. lectures. Toes [ley lunch and Learn
Israeli
dancing, holiday celebrations
For int ormetion call Hillel at 294

Oslo.
2
apartment Pool spa

male 53506 deposit. 559-4063

accepting pillents for FREE examinations 6 tresbnent. aspen of

Obit ITT PI ACE. 445 Washington
St
Santa Chun Ca 14081 2437700

IN

George Tony at 947-6052

Classified

time floater. call tor en appointment and bring this ad lore 2511,
discount a float for $30 THAN

to share quiet tbr home in Campbell Full NMI. washer, dryer. etc

LOST AND FOUND

equal opportunity company
PART TIME JOBS, We market suto
club memberernpa Or the meow
oll companies Parl-Ilme, easy
hours weekly paychecks 57 to

OFFICERS.,
SECURITY
time part time all shifts We
twin Apply in person Mon
garneprri, 2110 Meridian Ave,

area 1 or 2 female non-sinkrs to
share 3 bdrrn horne 10 min trrn
SJSU Walk to bus. shopping.
$775 mo & 1335 mo
081111..
Call 729-3529

_

SEND CHECK MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose California 95197

_Lines_

Days

Classdie0 Desk Located Outside D8I1208
Notes 900AM to330P M
Deadline Two days prior to publication
Consecutive publication dates only
No refunds on cancelled ads
ii

Campus

Wednesday, February II. 1987/Spartan Daily

Asbestos removal work
causes safety concerns
page I
ASBESTOS. I
why they had not been inhumed about
the asbestos removal. Vaughn said
The hreeieway was open to the
public immediately after the asbestos
was removed.
The 15 foot by 2 loot strip was
cut away from the ceiling Friday to install an electrical conduit, said an dee
trician hired by Smith and Sons Inc..
electrical contractors tor Project Mi.
The $38 million expansion and
renovation project, named alter the
year it is expected to he completed, is
being overseen by Perini Corp.. general contractor.
The asbestos was removed by
Mechanical Asbestos Removal, Inc.
(Marcorl. a subcontractor hired by
Smith and Sons.
Mm. Qayoumi. director of Facilities Development and Operations, said
his department was not informed before the asbestos was removed because
all major California State University
construction projects are handled by
the CSU Chancellor’s Office.
But (Facilities Development
and Operaimsmnsi should have been notified because it’s a public health concern and people have a right to
know.- Qayounni said.
Ile said he had an air sample
taken front the area and he expects the
test result today.
Joanne Betti. CSU plant operations specialist, said the chancellor’s
office wasn’t aware of the asbestos removal.
"But we certainly knew that as

’(We) should have
been notified because
it’s a public health
concern and people
have a right to know.’
mo Qayoumi,
facilities director
hestos was involved in the project and
that the contractor would dispose of it
properly,’’ Beth] said.
Qayoumi and Vaughn met Monday with Barry Widen. Perini representative. and Herb Cleaveland,
CSU inspector lin. Project 88, to discuss the asbestos removal.
Cleaveland said although not all
the inlOrmation is known. he did not
believe there was
or is
a problem.
’The jury is in tor the short run
ton asbestos) In the long run we might
he able to lighten up some, hut lOr now
we are very conservative.- Cleave land said.
Qayoumi said he requested the
following information front Widen:
Description of work taking
place and the location of the work.
Total number of employees in yids ed in the asbestos removal and the
amount in time for the 11’1110V:11 process.
Description in the steps taken
to isolate the remov.il work .
Copies of all air sampling re

Air waves

cords and notices to California Occupational Safety and Health Administration and Air Pollution District.
Certification that the workman
has had a physical examination and
that his respirator meets specifications;
and a reading taken from the respirator
pump measuring the percentage of asbestos fiber in the air at the lime he
was working.
Description of procedures to he
used for re-entry of employees.
Certification as an asbestos removal contractor and disposal numhers.
Qayoumi said he expects to have
answers to these questions in two
weeks.
Widen had no comment on the asbestos removal.
Chris Marks, division manage]
or Marcia, deferred continent to
Smith and Sons.
Doug Smith, co-owner of Smith
and Sons, said the asbestos removal
was "very minor’’ and he didn’t kinivs
much about it.
’The only thing well get front
(Marcorl is a disposal mg. leumg
I
eftd
iowlundddnts us
0
tasbesknow that they disposed a (the VIA
tos) correctly,- Smith said.
Electricians hired by Smith and
Sons. who said they were the first to
enter the area after the asbestos yy is ic
moved. said the site looked clean
"We (eel good (about the loll
said I.,ii s KeatleS , electrician
’ ’ It
ihilnd think it was sale. I wouldn’t
work in Ilere

Cancer claims the life of
SJSU Philosophy professor
George Sakkestad

Had international reputation for his work
By Julie Laffrenzen
Daily staff writer
Herman Shapiro. professor of Philosophy at SJSU.
died of cancer last month. He was 64.
"Fie was a rare combination of scholar and teacher,"
said Jarrett Brock, chairman of the Philosophy Department.
’As a teacher he achieved and deserved the reputation
of being one of the hest teachers in the Philosophy Department . . as evidenced by the popularity of his lectures,
not only with students of philosophy, hut with students o)
many other disciplines as well.’’
Shapiro was horn on Feb. 4, 1922, in New York City.
N.Y. He graduated from Hunter College in New York City
in 1950 with a degree in liberal arts and front Columbia
University with. master’s degree in pre-med. He earned his
Ph.D. in philosophy from Columbia in 1957.
Shapiro began his teaching career at Queens College in
New York in 1956. where he remained for a year. He then
taught at Hunter College and the University of Connecticut
before arriv mg in California in 1960 to teach at SJSU. Ile
taught here until the middle in’ October 1986, when his advanced illness lorced an emergency retirement.
In 1968 Shapiro receiyed a Fulhright Scholarship to

Si museum
to obtain
landmark
MaRa HAM, front page I
honor of Markham.
Markham wrote the poem
in 1886, after seeing Jean Francois Millet’s painting of the
same name.
After he reached the height
of success in the Bay Area.
Markham moved to New York,
hoping to further his career as a
poet. Muller said.
He stayed in New York for
more than 40 years, writing
other poems and essays.
The house is located on a
piece of property on Eighth
Street that is owned by the SJSU
Foundation. said Richard Still.
Director of the Foundation.
"Technically, if the University Foundation owns the
property, even though its an
auxilary to the school, it we’re
using the property, we have to
pay the rent," said Richard Staley, SJSU director of news and
publication services.
However, once the house is
moved to the museum site, the
land will he available for a number of different things, Still

travel to Italy where he researched 16th century Renals
saner philosopher Bernardino Telesis,.
During his stay in Italy. he was a frequent guest tee
turer at the University in Padua.
As a member in the International Conference of Suicide and Euthanasia in Bieleleld, West Germany. in 1978.
he contemplated the topic of death.
In 1982, he was chosen to attend the Sixth World Medical Conference at Ghent. Belgium, to consider the question
of being.
’Professor Shapiro achieved an international reputation for his work on Hellenistic. Medieval and Renaissance
Philosophy . ’ Brock said.
’(Shapiro) was widely known for his work on Medieval philosophers William of Ockham and Walter Burley.’’
he said.
Shapiro published six hooks on philosophy. One on
logic and several articles in pun essional journals.
Shapiro is survived by his wile. Charlotte. and son.
Philip. The family has requested that he be recognited
through donations to Hospice of itie Valles or the American
Cancer Society.

Charges not filed
against fraternities
The frateinity in question Is Is 555
recruiting members and publicity 01
member" of a fraternity. Knoll said.
Dry rush rules or spring semester unproven allegations might hurt recruitment, Knoll said.
were in effect Jan. 26 to Feb. 4.
The maximum fine for a dry rush
The fraternity president expected
to file charges may have decided not to violation is $250 per house, he said.
Repeated violations could result
file them. Knoll said.
"From my talk with the vice in the suspension of the fraternity’s napresident, I understand the president of 1 onal charter and a probationary sta
the house who is making the charges mi.. Knoll said.
isn’t going to do it... Knoll said.
The names in the fraternities in
Don’t Forget
solved in the allegation will not be re
leased unless charges of dry rush vii,
io Advertise
tenon are formally filed, Knoll said.
"Our policy is we’re not naming
names," Knoll said.
"But if charges are filed and it
goes to the judiciary, names will get
out he said.
The dry rush violation is "al
leged, nothing has been proven and no
charges have yet been filed," he said.
277-3171

Nloulder Hall. Brandt said this
e is is known as
a "boneless.- named after skateboards.

Marine gets his medals
after four decade wait

PASO RUBLES (API -Former
Marine Corps Sgt. John Thomas finally receises1 his World War 111 medals nearly 42 years after he earned the
hronie star kir the historic landing on
Ia

"I figured I better get ’em...beI ow I kick
. Thomas. 64. joked
yesterday
I V, rote in to I mil OM what
I w as entitled to about two months
ago
Noma.. a retired florist. receised toe medals and two ribbons
Monday . including the brome star
with combat -V- tor the Iwo lima
landing Feb 19. 1945. The other decorations included the American C’ain-

paign medal. Ass.IIIC Pacific
paign medal with si v battle stars. Ni’ v
Occupation lot Japan) medal. the
World War II Victory medal, the Pres
itlential Citation ribbon and a \
commendat ion hhon .
Ile said he didn’t receive his med
al, hy the time he mustered smut in San
Diego in November 1945 because
was in such a hurry to get home .
-They were processing its out as
fast as they could. They were shorthanded on clerks. I guess... he said.
The most importani information
gained, Thom, 5.1 is1. ass he need to
lay down a metal landing mesh on the
beach to present s ehic les such as Links
I rom sinking in the soil solcanic sand
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Of coursc, ys suul iay get into
another school, hut why settle?
Prepare for the LSAT. GMAT,
(,RE, MCAT or any grad school
entrance exan i with the best test
prep organization Stanley H.
Kaplan.
For nearly 50 years, Kaplan’s
test-taking techniques have prepared over I million students for
admission and licensing tests of
all kinds. So call Why go tojust
any grad school, when you
can go to the right one?
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said.

The land is now being
leased to SJSU Mr parking.
"We are looking at all possible options for the use of the
said 1. Handel Evans,
SJSU executive vice president
Some of the options include a building in which the
lower floors could he used as
Inundation ollices and the upper
floors for faculty housing. Staley said.
The target date of completion for the renovation of the
Markham house is tentatively
set for sometime next year.
Muller said The house will then
he open to the public

Brandt
italgooyen, a sophomore, flies
through the air and across thi. sicps in front or

Gaily staff photographer
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